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Abstract 
Developing high-quality transcription systems for very large vocabulary corpora is a challenging task. Proper names are usually key 

to understanding the information contained in a document. To increase the vocabulary coverage, a huge amount of text data should be 

used. In this paper, we extend the previously proposed neural networks for word embedding models:  word vector representation 

proposed by Mikolov is enriched by an additional non-linear transformation. This model allows to better take into account lexical 

and semantic word relationships. In the context of broadcast news transcription and in terms of recall, experimental results show a good 

ability of the proposed model to select new relevant proper names. 
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1. Introduction 

In the context of Large-Vocabulary Continuous Speech 

Recognition (LVCSR) systems, accurate recognition of proper 

names (PNs) is important because proper names are essential for 

understanding the content of the speech (for example, for voice 

search, spoken dialog systems, broadcast news transcription, 

etc.). No vocabulary can contain all existing PNs (Friburger and 

Maurel, 2002). By searching new proper names and by adding 

them to the standard vocabulary of LVCSR, we want to face the 

problem of out-of-vocabulary words (OOV, words that are not in 

LVCSR system vocabulary).  

In word similarity or analogy tasks, count-based distribution 

models (Turney and Pantel, 2010), (Baroni and Lenci, 2010), 

(Church and Hanks, 1990) and word embedding models have 

been successfully used (Bengio et al., 2015), (Deng et al. 2013). 

These approaches are based on the idea that words in similar 

contexts have similar meanings.  

Recently, several new word embedding approaches have 

been proposed and have given very good performance. Mikolov 

et al. (2013a), (2013b), (2013c) have proposed continuous word 

representations in vector space based on Neural Networks (NN): 

semantic and syntactic word relationships are taken into account 

using huge amounts of unstructured text data. Another popular 

approach is GloVe (Global Vectors) that is based on a log-bilinear 

regression and tries to keep meaningful structure of the word 

space (Pennington et al., 2014). Hyperparameter optimization is 

a crucial factor for performance gain for embedding systems 

(Levy et al., 2015a).  

Compared to other methods, Mikolov’s word embedding 

model gives very good accuracy on different tasks while 

minimizing computational complexity (Levy et al., 2015a). 

Today, the Mikolov’s system represents a state-of-the-art 

framework. 

In (Fohr and Illina, 2015) Mikolov’s word embedding 

methods have been proposed for increasing the vocabulary of the 

ASR system with new PNs. The system uses lexical and temporal 

features. PNs evolve through time, and that for a given date, the 

same PNs would occur in documents that belong to the same time 

period (Federico and Bertoldi, 2001). In the present paper, the 

same problem of PN retrieval using lexical and temporal context 

is considered. We extend this work and propose to better model 

the word dependencies in Mikolov’s word embedding model. 

     The scientific contributions of this paper are: 

- We extend the Mikolov’s neural network by adding an 

extra non-linear transformation and we study different 

word projections; 

- We present a comparison of standard (Mikolov) and 

our proposed approach in the context of French 

broadcast news speech transcription.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

proposed approach. Sections 3 and 4 describe the experimental 

sets and the results of the evaluation of this model.  

2. Proposed methodology  

In this paper, we use the same general framework that in (Fohr 

and Illina, 2015), (Illina et al., 2014): we want to use the 

relationships between co-occurring PNs for better OOV PN 

retrieval. For this, we want to take into account temporal, lexical 

and semantic context of PNs. We use text documents from a 

diachronic corpus that are contemporaneous with test documents 

to be transcribed. We assume that, for a certain date, a PN from 

the test corpus will co-occur with other PNs in diachronic 

documents of the same time period (Kobayashi et al., 1998). So, 

we have a test audio document to transcribe which contains OOV 

words, and we have a diachronic text corpus used to retrieve 

OOV proper names. An augmented vocabulary is dynamically 

built for each test document to avoid an excessive increase of 

vocabulary size.  

    We chose the high-quality vector representation of words 

proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013b) for OOV PN retrieval. This 

approach allows to build semantic context dependencies of OOV 

PNs. 

2.1. OOV retrieval method 

Our OOV retrieval method consists of 5 steps as in (Fohr and 

Illina, 2015):  

     A) In-vocabulary (IV) PN extraction from each test document: 

For each test document, we extract IV PNs from the automatic 
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select more relevant PNs, a frequency threshold is used (the OOV 

PN occurring less than 3 times in the selected diachronic 

documents are excluded). We select the Skip-gram model 

because it achieved very good results on semantic tasks (Levy et 

al. 2015a). The target word is at the input layer and the context 

words are on the output layer. 
An operating point of 15% of the average number of selected 

PNs per audio file seems to be a good compromise: 80 for day, 

440 for week and 2000 for month (Fohr and Illina, 2015). This 

operating point is chosen to obtain a good recall with a reasonable 

number of selected PNs. This operating point will be used in our 

experiments.  

In the first place, we analyze the effect of hierarchical 

softmax and negative sampling in the standard and modified 

cases. Table 3 shows the recall according to time periods. From 

the results it can be observed that for the standard case, 

hierarchical softmax gives better results for all periods (24.2% 

versus 22.3%, 32.1% versus 28.8% and 47.0% versus 44.2%).  

For the proposed modified case, negative sampling performs 

slightly better compared to hierarchical softmax. Comparing 

standard and modified cases, for a day and a month period, 

modified model is more powerful. For a week period this is not 

true. We are investigating why.   

  

Method 

1 day 

80 selected 

PNs 

1 week 

440 selected 

PNs 

1 month 

2000 selected 

PNs 

Std Modif. Std  Modif. Std  Modif. 

Hierarch 

softmax 
24.2 25.1 32.1 31.6 47.0 47.4 

Negative 

sampling 
22.3 25.6 28.8 31.2 44.2 48.8 

Table 3. Recall (%) for standard and modified cases according 

to time duration period for audio corpus. Values averaged on the 

7 audio files.  

    At the end of the training, we obtain two weight matrices: word 

matrix Wih and context matrix Who, according to the notations of 

Levy et al. (2015b). In Table 4, results are given for different time 

periods and different ways to calculate the projections using these 

two matrices. We want to analyze the importance of different 

projections. Negative sampling is only used because it obtains 

good results for modified case according to Table 3.  

- ih only: this method refers to Mikolov’s word 

projection: for the word k it is the k-th  row of the 

matrix  Wih;  

- ho only: the projection of  the word k is the k-th column 

of the matrix Who; 

- Concat: the projection of the word k is the 

concatenation of the k-th row of the matrix  Wih and the 

k-th column of the matrix Who; 

- Sum: in the standard and modified case, the 

representation space has a linear property: word 

vectors can be combined using vector addition. In this 

case, the projection of word k is the sum of the k-th row 

of the matrix Wih and the k-th column of the matrix Who. 

Levy et al. (2015a) shown that using this kind of 

addition is equivalent to use first and second order 

similarities: “The second order similarity measures the 

extent to which two words are replaceable based to 

their tendencies to appear in similar contexts.”    

    As shown in Table 4, these different projections only give tiny 

improvements over Mikolov’s case or a degradation (ho only). ho 

only configuration uses only the context matrix and so the word 

representation is less accurate, as expected. Sum configuration 

seems to be neither good nor bad for our task and our corpus. 

Method 

1 day 

80 selected 

PNs 

1 week 

440 selected 

PNs 

1 month 

2000 selected 

PNs 

ih only 25.6 31.2 48.8 

ho only  17.7 21.9 38.6 

Concat 

(ih, ho) 
25.1 31.6 48.8 

Sum 

(ih+ho) 
24.2 32.6 47.4 

Table 4. Recall (%) for standard case according to time duration 

period for audio corpus. Negative sampling. Values averaged on 

the 7 audio files.  

    It confirms the results of Levy et al. (2015a): on eight datasets, 

results are improved in four cases and degraded for other four 

cases. So this behavior is perhaps corpus dependent or task 

dependent.  

Time 

period 
Method 

Selected 

PNs 
Recall (%) 

1 day 
Std  HS 80 24.2 

Modif.  NS 80 25.6 

1 

week 

Std  HS 440 32.1 

Modif.  NS 440 31.2 

1 

month 

Std  HS 2000 47.0 

Modif.  NS 2000 48.8 

Table 5. Recall (%) for standard and modified cases according 

to time duration period for audio corpus. Hierarchical softmax 

(HS) for standard case and negative sampling (NS) for modified 

case. Values averaged on the 7 audio files.  

Table 5, extracted from Table 3, summarizes the best results 

for standard and modified cases. It can be seen that the recall 

improvement is obtained with modified case for a day and a 

month periods. But, we notice that for a week period, the 

degradation is about 0.9%. A deeper analysis of this recall 

decrease is in progress.   

4.3. Automatic speech recognition results for the 

audio corpus 

We performed automatic transcription of the 7 audio documents 

using augmented lexicons (generating one lexicon per audio file, 

per period and per case). For generating the pronunciations of the 

added PNs, we used the G2P CRF approach (Illina et al., 2011), 

trained on phonetic lexicon containing about 12000 PNs.  

    In order to incorporate the new PNs in the language model, we 

re-estimated it for each augmented vocabulary using the large 

text corpus described in Section 3.3. The number of selected PNs 

per period is the same as previously: 80 for a day, 440 for a week 

and 2000 for a month.  

    In terms of word error rate, no significant improvement is 

observed using the augmented lexicon. In this work, we are 

interested in the proper name recognition, so we compute also 

proper name error rate. Table 6 shows that, compared to standard 

lexicon, a significant improvement is obtained for the two NN 

systems (standard and modified cases) in terms of PN error rate 

(38.2, 38.3% versus 43.6%). 
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Stand. 

lexicon 
Augmented lexicon 

43.6 

Method 

1 day 

80 

selected 
PNs 

1 week 

440 
selected 

PNs 

1 month 

2000 
selected 

PNs 

Std 

HS 
40.9 40.4 38.3 

Modif. 

NS 
40.5 40.4 38.2 

Table 6. PNER (%) for standard and modified cases according 

to time duration period. Skip-gram model. Hierarchical softmax 

for standard case and negative sampling for modified case. 

Values averaged on the 7 audio files. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the problem of OOV proper names and the 

vocabulary extension of a speech recognition system were 

investigated. Diachronic documents were used to retrieve new 

proper names and to enrich the vocabulary. We are interested on 

the continuous space word representation using neural networks 

proposed by Mikolov. One of the key contributions of this paper 

is to extend Mikolov’s network by adding a non-linear 

transformation to better model the lexical and semantic context 

of proper names.  

Experimental analysis on French corpus of broadcast news 

suggests the proposed modified configuration slightly 

outperforms the standard one in terms of recall. In terms of 

PNER, the results of both methods are comparable and show a 

significant decrease of the proper name error rate.   
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